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Hi Madeleine,
 
Thanks for your interest in this project and sharing your suggestions.
 
In case this additional information is helpful to you: we will be addressing mitigation in addition to
resilience as part of this project (both pieces are required under the HB 1181 law our work aligns
with). However,  we are waiting for a greenhouse gas inventory to be finished for the county before
we dig into the mitigation side of things. We expect to begin discussing mitigation starting this
summer, in roughly June or July.
 
Thank you!
Jenna
 
 

Jenna Kay she/her/hers
Planner III
COMMUNITY PLANNING

564.397.4968

               
 
 
 

From: Sonja Wiser <Sonja.Wiser@clark.wa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2024 6:54 AM
To: madeleinewolfe@icloud.com; Cnty 2025 Comp Plan <comp.plan@clark.wa.gov>; Jenna Kay
<Jenna.Kay@clark.wa.gov>
Cc: Home <chinookwa@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Citizens thought on Climate justice meetings
 
Good morning Madaleine; I will forward your comments to Jenna Kay and add to the Index of
Record.  Thank you
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From: madeleinewolfe@icloud.com <madeleinewolfe@icloud.com> 
Sent: Sunday, April 28, 2024 12:15 PM
To: Cnty 2025 Comp Plan <comp.plan@clark.wa.gov>
Cc: Home <chinookwa@gmail.com>
Subject: Citizens thought on Climate justice meetings
 
 

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of Clark County. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
 

Hi, 
 
I am a resident of Unincorporated Clark County. I have been listening in on the  Climate Environmental

Justice Coalition meetings and the Community Advisory Group meetings. I have been surprised that

there is not more talk on climate mitigation. Climate resilience within challenged communities is

important too but could we be talking about helping these communities while pushing more alternative

energies locally as well. What about ways to help renters and landlords to build solar on their roofs? 

 
I would like to see policy change so when a big box store (for instance a new one on 162nd just south of the
Safeway on 4th Plain) or storage facility is built that, since it took over valuable land that was sequestering
carbon via vegetation utilizing the suns energy, that it too utilize the suns energy and put solar on it's roof! 
 
I am also concerned about the future of Clark County Farms. If a developer is wishing to build a
neighborhood into farmland then can we have policy that requires that a portion of that farmland be saved
or a portion be made into greenspace or parks. Farmers who are feeding the community should have as
much support as developers have. They are the ones that feed us. Utilizing farmers close to home is good
climate practice. Once climate change has moved forward significantly it is our food supply that will be
challenged and after all everyone eats.
 
 
Thank you for considering these ideas, 
 
Madeleine Wolfe
chinookwa@gmail.com
360-281-8687
Washougal WA
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